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according In proportion or relation to.
Cook the rice according to the instructions.

anticipatory
(of a breach of contract) taking the form of an announcement or
indication that a contract will not be honoured.
An anticipatory flash of excitement.

assuming Arrogant or presumptuous.
On a subject like this it would be too assuming for me to decide.

brood Hang over, as of something threatening, dark, or menacing.
A brood of chicks.

cogitate Consider carefully and deeply; reflect upon; turn over in one’s mind.
He stroked his beard and retired to cogitate.

consider Show consideration for take into account.
All three patients were considered to be in a critical condition.

consideration Kind and considerate regard for others.
Your case needs very careful investigation and consideration.

contemplate Think deeply and at length.
He contemplated his image in the mirrors.

infer Conclude by reasoning; in logic.
From these facts we can infer that crime has been increasing.

inference
The reasoning involved in drawing a conclusion or making a logical
judgment on the basis of circumstantial evidence and prior conclusions
rather than on the basis of direct observation.
Researchers are entrusted with drawing inferences from the data.

intend Mean or intend to express or convey.
Pigs intended for human consumption.

intentionality The quality of mental states (e.g. thoughts, beliefs, desires, hopes) which
consists in their being directed towards some object or state of affairs.
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logically In a logical manner.
These suggestions are logically impossible.

mistakenly In a mistaken manner.
They mistakenly believed her to be pregnant.

mull Think about (a fact, proposal, or request) deeply and at length.
She began to mull over the various possibilities.

muse Reflect deeply on a subject.
Yeats muse Maud Gonne.

opine
Express one’s opinion openly and without fear or hesitation.
The headmistress opined that the outing would make a nice change for
Flora.

optimistically In a way that shows hope and confidence about the future.
The bank optimistically predicts an economic growth rate of 5 percent.

ponder Reflect deeply on a subject.
She sat pondering over her problem.

ponderable
Capable of being weighed or considered.
Something ponderable from the outer world something of which we can
say that its weight is so and so.

reckon Expect to do a particular thing.
I reckon to get away by two thirty.

reconsider
Consider again (a bill) that had been voted upon before, with a view to
altering it.
Won t you reconsider your decision.

reflect Be bright by reflecting or casting light.
Sound is reflected well in this auditorium.

regard The condition of being honored esteemed or respected or well regarded.
The court must have regard to the principle of welfare.

reminisce Indulge in enjoyable recollection of past events.
They reminisced about their summers abroad.

ruminate Reflect deeply on a subject.
Goats ruminated nonchalantly around them.

speculate
Reflect deeply on a subject.
Philosophers have speculated on the question of God for thousands of
years.

think An act of thinking.
I need to give it a good think.
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thoughtfulness Careful consideration or attention.
The jury was impressed by the thoughtfulness of the project.

wrongheaded Obstinately perverse in judgment or opinion.
A wrongheaded policy.


